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Orthogonal Projection of the Space X 

of Univoque Functions 

y oshio Kinokuniya牢

Abstract 

Concerning the spatial construction of X， the space of univoque functions x(き)(さεE)，based 
on the reaxilization principle， ortho詰onalprojection is definecl in an explicit way ancl some problems 

are solved ancl detailed. 

1. Introduction 

The space X is posited as the aggregation of functions 

x(ご)(~ε E) ， 

8 being a metric space provided with a normal measure IL料， by which the product 

(xJy) is defined as 

(xJy) =@5x(ご)y(~)fl< ・

The norm I:xll is counted by the formula 

IIxil2 
= (xJx) ， 

but， in our theory， vectors x are not always restricted to be of五nitenorm. x(~) 

is a univoque function of the variable ~， which is comp1ex-valued， but no more 
restrictions are given at a11. In a previous paper1 it has been demonstrated that: 

if a subs，μce Y in X is a vector s:会aceby comj会leヱcoゆ cientsち thenit is a中間

。ifthe v巴仁和TS

(pJ)λ三A

which are uniq;悦~ly determined for Y such that the sゆpoγts82 of P}. are悦 u加-

ally disjoint. This destination is called the reaxilization. The family (ρぇ)is called 

the natural basis of Y and is generally denoted by 

B(Y). 

T 0 make an analysis by means of an integral of the form 

F=戸(f)=@5f(ご)fl~ 

we conform it to the rule that F is regarded as e旺ectivewhen and only when it 

決紀国谷芳雄

州 Zコrt戸r=~μ， =μ回目 (r); μ，=μ=m五nitesimal.
E壬F
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is absolutely convergent， i.e. 

@)!f(~) ト|片|

is convergent. If to indicate this rule specially，“Riemann laτv" may be the most 

pertinent name， because he is Riemann who showed for the五rsttime that a not 

absolutely convergent series of real terms may be counted to take an arbitrarily 

chosen value if a proper rearrangement of terms is adopted. In addition， when 

@)f(~)陀= ~ ( = empty null) 

ー

αn
 

a
 片 =μ>~ ，

then it is thought equivalent to 

もf(~)=O.

We may have an explicit course of analysis when we adopt the formula 

(x!Pl) 

P、必=包←一ーョ-Pl 
則 li円li

(1，1) 

on condition that 

(ρふA=B(Y)，

toピlefine(orthogonal) projection of a vector xεX  on a (vector) subspace Y in X. 

If the operator P y is found effective for all xεX， Y is said to be a projective 

subψαce. When the space <';:γy (which is generated by a single vector y) is pro-

jective， y is called a projective vector. Thus classi五ed，linear operators are natu-

rally found to be relative to the projection. As for the case llxllニ∞ラ theproblem 

is settled of itself afterwards. 

In a vector space H generated by an enumerable family of vectors， the theory 
of Hilbert space offers several results obtained to build up certain models of spatial 

construction， which are applicable to our analysis if we make any modification for 

parts of enumerable generation. 

Projection and Orthogonal Supplements. 2. 

When a vector y is projective， by de五nitionit is demanded that 

pya: =官ru=qh=ず認作7U(μ，-μ「 μ)

γ(~l 
- l0[y(r;l[2 y 

(2，1) 

So， if y学0，we may have 

3， is the char3σteristic fun，'1:inn nf the sin只lepnint set {o，}， 

(298) 
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0<0Iy(引12<∞ (2，2) 

hecause then there must exist at least one ~ for which 

p"a，弓と 0*

in order that 

y(~) μ1IIIy ll12 
0y(~)pya， =句 (3) =一寸y=γ手。

liuiruilull 

and because it should not be that 

をちゅ(ヲw=O
in order that P，Jj，手∞. We see directly from (2， 2) that such values that y (が手O

make at most an enumerable set， so that we may write as 

y(~) 
pya，一 一一一一J-L:ly(ゃwy (2，3) 

In case y = 0， we have naturally 

P'Ia， = 0 for all ミモE.

To define a projective subspace there may be another way from that shown 

in lntroduction. If 

B(Y)=(ρ心A

and each ρ， is a projective vector， then Y is a projective subspace. 

then have 

ρ，(ご)
Pyx = 0Pp

ぇ
x= 100x(ご)pp，a!i= 00x(~)μ・一一一一 ρλ ; o/V\~/""" p}.V

c "__，-̂f¥':， Jf4 I~ρバ j 2 

/ρλ(ご) ¥n ~10 x(ご)ρλ(ご)片= 10( 0x(ご)一一μjρλ==e-~\~~II:;~' (hÇ P}. 
リ ¥ξ11ρλ112

f' /λ11ρぇ|i

(xIPJ 
=0っ一一'i-P

11 川il
2

which gives us an induction of (1， 1) from (2，1). 
Now， in view of (2，3) we may write as 

(xlρλ)一

11ρ，112 

Z x(ふ)ρぇ(ふ)

L: Ipλ(ごμw

By (2，1) we 

(2，4) 

where Bλ=(~l!ヲ ι，… ) (A E ，1) are respectively the supports of P，. When Y is pro-

jective (2，4) is demanded to be五nite，so that in view of (2，2) which只lvesus 

。<L:I円(ι)12<∞，

者 Thisinduces that @5ly(引12く∞

(299) 
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the sum 

L; X(C'k)Pλ(Cl") 

must be convergent. Then， by the Riemann law 

エIX(C'k)卜Ipλ(C'k)1 

is convergent for all X E X. Besides， by Hδlder's inequality 

エIx(ci.")I.IP， (c"，) 1 二~/L;有志Ji2vL; Ip疋，，，)12 . 

So， it must be that 

エIx(c"，)12<∞ for all xE  X， 

whereas， from our standpoint， we may take a vector x such that 

whenever 

x(ふ)口 1
ρぇ (~λk

ム (~i. k) 学 O.

Therefore， we may conclude: 

Proposition 1. 1n o1'de1' that a vecto1' sub学acer may be p1'ojective， it 

lS nec白 sa1'yand sufficient thatωch vecto1' P，().E A) of B(Y) has佑 5ψρo1'tBλ 

as a‘/inite set. 

Corollary. 1n o1'de1' thαt a vecto1' y mα:y be p1'ojective， it is neassarツ

and sufficient that the poinおマ fo1' which 

γ(ザ)弓と O

make at mostαfinite set. 

When Y is a projective subspace， let us take 

z=x-Pyx 

for any vector xεX， then we have 

(~I f'o\ (xlρ，) " If'o¥¥ (xIPJ (zIPyx) = r0@5( x(c)ー十一γ 民(5)) -γρ(.;)μ 
; \~\'>I 11川12， i. ''>1/ 11ρぇI!μ

so that 

Hence the aggregation 

((XIPl) u，，¥ l(xlpJl2 11" 112¥ 
=e(「JTT(z|ρλ)一一一一一一 ¥1ρλ!Iつ¥λ112 '~l' lJ IIPi.lj4 11' 1:1 / 

c>:( I(叫ん)12 I(xlρ，) 12 ¥ 
t 了¥---rrPlli2一一寸可-¥2) 

乞lPyニ"C.

Y上= {z: xεX and z = x-Pyx} 

(300) 
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coincides with the orthogonal (or projeciI've) SUJうρlementof _y i.r.t. the product (1). 

Proposition 2. If Y is a 1りrGツiectivesubやacc，its orthogonal sUJうplement

y1 is Jうrojective，too. 
In effect， as Y is a vector subspace， so is Y上. Let it be that 

* B(Y)=(ρλ)矧 andB(Y上)=(ρP)pfM

* and let the supports of P， and ρμbe denoted by 

* 寺子

B;_ and 8
f
! 

respectively. Then we see that 

* * 
(Vえ)(8λn8r， = void) C>Wc) (Pμ=Or;) 

which means 

Eft z{ご}

and 

* * B，inB/f
ヲと voidbzfzEEz，

because 

3εZよじ>(thesupport of oc-Pyo<S8，) . 

* 
Consequently all BパpEM) are五nitesets. 

The cases !I Y I1 =∞ or IIPλ11=∞， are left out of what have been dealt with 

hitherto， but they may be treated in a simple way. In e旺ect，such vectors may 

not be allowed to be projective ones on the point that their supports are in五nite

sets. So， they should be classi五edin the genre of non-projectivity. 

3. Projective Operators 

A linear operator L is understood as 

LXE X for each xE X， 

l.e. 

L(X)CX. 

If Lx is found to be a projective vector whenever X is so， then L is said to be 

a projective operator. 

When L is a projective operator and 

LOr; = vr;(cε8)， 

we have 

z
 

R
 

一一X
 

L
 

C

一、r
m
O
 

〈V
出
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(RL being the range of L). Hence， if 

B(RIJ =(ρ;.)rA 

and 

8， = the support of PA， 

it must be that 

(VA)(AεA)(:1ゃ)(ぁε8and 82 c the support of O">J. 

Besides， as each a$ is a projective vector， by the corollary of Proposition 1， the 

support of 丸 isat most a finite set. Therefore it follows that 8， is a五niteset， 
so that P， is a projective vector. Thus we have: 

Proposition 3. VVhen L i> a pnりiectiveoperator， its range RJ: is a pro-

jective subゃαα 01x. 
Let 1 denote iclentity， i.e. 

1x = x for all x E X ， 

then it is evident that 

Py十Py上=1.

4. Proper Spaces and L田Span

Let it be denoted as 

Zω= {x: x E X and Lx = ωx} 

and 

ZJ:=VZω 
ωf.Q 

where Q is the spectrum of L; then Zωis the proper space of ω; ZL shall be 
called the 学ectralspan with respect to L or simply Lーやαn. Naturally we have 

ZLCX 

but the equality is not always promised. If Zωis projective and such that 

B(Zw) =(叫んK;L(X)=RJ:; 1 
and (4，1) 

B(RL) = (P，J則; J 

then Lσκis expressed in the form 

Lσ 包 σλぬPi.

=白}σK

where 

A，= p:σK (A)手。}• (1，2) 

(302) 
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So， we have the representation 

with 

This means that 

and moreover that 

σ広 =0σ~(え)ρλ

一 σ，(A)σ~(À) 一一φ 一.

Z納豆RL

UBλ= the support of σκ 
λをJx

303 

3， being the support of P，. By the reaxilization law 3λare mutually disjoint and 

since Zωis projective the support of叫 lSa五niteset. It follows， therefore， that 
both A， and 3λare五nitesets. Thus we have : 

Proposition 4. When Z" is a projective subゅαce，on the notations (4， 1) 
and (4，2) both A

K 
α仰ηdBι，(凶t抗んeSi脱tμtφρ伶ρμor付t~ザfp門州，) αf何ej斥1初加悩ηnz佐.

」εAK• . 
When 

L(_Y)=Y 

Y may be said to be precisely invar匂 ntunder L， but we will then simply say: 

r i， L-invαriant. Since 

zEZωうく3ωzEZω

Zωis L-invariant in any case， the following formula (4，3) seems to be possibly 

ven五edin some way. Neverthless， in view that we may not be infatuated with 

a bulky volume of arguments， we will pass by here simply positing it as an axiom， 

l.e. 

A玄iom1. L be a linear 0ρerator of X and Y;， (μE M) vector sub宅paces

in X， then 

L( V Y;，) = V L(l";，). (4，3) 
pEMμをM

In using this formula we have: 

Proposition 5. For any linear operator L， the L-学αni，. L-invariant. 

By a similar way to the proof of Proposition 4 we can prove : 

Proposition 6. 日弓lenZω are projective forωch (u E Q， the LゆanZL is 

prcソectn民 too.

5. Hilbertian Interpretation 

If 

(303) 
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B(Y) = (Y，)o， 
and 

Ily，ll<∞ for each K E K ， 

the product of two vectors 

x=0x(κ)払 and Z = 0Z(K)払

is proved to be written in the form 

(xlz) = 0x(K)z(K)lly，11
2 

• 

And i{ Y is invariant under L， i.e. 

L直T)c.Y 

(5，1) 

and L is a normal operator of X， L may be evidently thought as a normal oper幽

ator of l' W.r.t. the formula (5， 1). 
In this section we take the special case where Y is a projective subspace， 

invariant under L and K is an enumerable set. Then， if 

B(Y)=(払 }k-l.2.

it may be written as 

LYk =足。(γk，Ykj)Ykj 

with the condition that 

。く1nk<∞(k二 1，2，・・・). 

Moreover， IIYk 112 is representable in the form 

li'l/kli' = C~μ 

with the condition that 

0くら<∞ (k=1，2，…)• 

Now， let it be posited so that 

and 

and for any two vectors 

め=仙台klfJ; 

C， .. 
7Jf(k， kj) =利払，Ykィ)づ工;

“ ι止

Y=v~仏~;
ko-l 

x = L;x'(ん)Yk and i = L; z' (k)仏

let it be denoted as 

(304) 
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[:ili] = I: x'(k)z'(ん). 

Then we have: 

Ldf L(37)=20(Mkj)37 

=271k均三;・寺戸
=EV(ん，kj)Ykj 

l.e. 

LYk=I:W(ιん)Ykj・ (5，3) 

If we introduce a correspondence between the spaces Y and Y such that 

Eεx←→ XE Y 

x= I:x(ん)Yk and X = I: X'(k)Yk' 

by the relation 

ど(ん)=CkX(ん)， 

then 

一一 一← 11引ー 11
2

(ヱIz)=町長)叫ん)11仇 11
2
= I:x'(k)z'(ん)うτ

= I:x'(ん)ど(k)Jl= [利i]μ，

l.e. 

(xlz) = [ゑli]μ，

so that 

IIx11
2
= l[x]12μ 

、oncondition that J[.i]12=[利:i]. 1n addition， we have 

(Lxlz) = (xILz) [>(L:ili) = (.iILi) 

L being the adjoint of L wエt.(1). 

(5，4) 

(5，5) 

305 

Y will be called the Hilbertian inteゆretationof Y with respect to the op-

erator L. 1t is remarkable that 

んニ 1，2，• 

and when L is a normal operator of X， so is on Y. 
the others that 

for all I[Yk] I = 1 

IIYkll
2 

(305) 
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is an infinitesimal quantity when .Y is a projective subspace. But， by means of 
the Hilbertian interpretation， the topological structure of Y is made to be an or-

dinary object for the theory of Hilbert space. 

When ZL is projective， by Proposition 2 Zl is projective， too， so that if 

Zi手void

(:dy) (y E Zi and y is projective). 

Then， for the space 

Y=  V ~Lny ，/> (5，6) 

B(.Y) is an enumerable set when L is projective， because then each Lny are pro 

jective vectors so that all of their supports are finite sets; hence Y has its Hilber-

tian interpretation Y effective. As above remarked， a normal operator L of X is 
thought so on Y， too. Now， if L is proved to have at least one proper vector 

and 

then by (5，3) and (5，2) 

l.e. 

so that 

where 

Hence， for the vector 

we have 

p = L: p'(ん)仏

Lp=ω手，

L: lJf (丸l)P'(k)ニ ωρ'(1)

P'(ん) P'(l) 
L: ifJ(Yk' y，)_:_<"一=ω-
kιk ι1 

L: ifJ(Yb Yl)p(k) = ωρ(1) 

ρ'(ん)ニ Ckρ(ん)(ん=1，2，.一). 

P = L:ρ(ん)yk

Lρ=ωρ(5，7) 

Since by (5，5) and (5， 4)ρis the corresponding vector to p， 

ρε Y. (5，8) 

1n addition 

PE ZL (5，9) 

because by (5ラ 7)ρisa proper vector of L in X. 

(306) 
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On the other hand: 

Proposition 7. lf L is a normal 0ρerator and Z L is projective， thenωe 

have: (i) L(ZL)C_ZJ;， (ii) L(Z};)CZ};， (iii)工(ZL)C_ZL'and (iv)工(Zl)c_Zi.

(i) is involved in Proposition 6， but it is remarkable that this relation can be 

proved without Axiom (4，3)， whereas its inversive relation may not be so・ Letρ 

be a proper vector which belongs to the proper value ω， then 

LLp=ILPニ正(ωρ)=ωZρ ，

hence lρis also a proper vector which belongs to ωSince Z L is the span of 

proper vectors， (iii) is directly gained from this. Next， let zE ZL and yεZi， then 

as LzεZL 

(zILy)ニ (Lzly)= 0 

l.e. 

LyEZl， 

which verifies (ii). And， by the sameρ 

(ρlly) = (LPly) =ω(ρly)C>LyεZ i for any y E Z}; 

so that (iv) is veri五ed.

By (ii) we see that the subspace Y defined by (5，6) is included in Zl， then 

(5， 8) is contradictory to (5， 9). So we may consequently have 

Zi己 void

that means 

ZL=X， 

Finally， it is to be remarked that after the above-stated reasoning the following 

problem is left over: whether ・isL completely continuous2 (on ]7) or not ? 

Mathematical Seminor in th巴 Muroanlnst. Tech.， Hokkaido 
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